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Abstract

Theoretical background: Consumers today are presented with a myriad of opportunities through which the purchase process can be realized (Yrjölä et al., 2018, p. 1133). The customer journey can be defined as a buyer’s behaviour in a multi (omni) environment with the goal of finalizing purchase transactions and acquiring positive (seamless, holistic) customer experiences. Researchers look at a service buying process as the customer value-adding journey (Saghiri et al., 2017; Wilding, 2003) and its prime objective is to deliver a positive customer experience at each of stage of the buying process. According to media richness theory (MRT), voice-based communication is ranked higher than text-based communication along the media richness continuum (Daft & Lengel, 1984), however, some additional findings have been also revealed. Taking into account the traditional continuum of media richness, phone communications is perceived as rich in information; only face to face contact is seen as richer (Suh, 1999). As stated in Rhee (2010), customer-initiated communications via phone channel is preferred when the consumer faces an extended problem-solving (high perceived risk/low familiarity) situation. Whereas, in the case of routine problem-solving, the situation online channel is preferred. However, some relevant research on marketing channel richness has been proposed by Kwak (2012) as well as Lipowski and Bondos (2018). According
to this research stream, the medium itself does not necessarily determine its perceived media richness. The key factor is user’s familiarity with a particular marketing channel and his/her ability to use its communicational potential.

**Purpose of the article:** The present study attempts to provide evidence about the potential of the phone channel as the channel of contact with the service provider through the entire service buying process, including four stages: pre-purchase, purchase, post-purchase and resignation from service. The main goal of the study is to identify the level of customers’ experience/knowledge of using the phone channel by the three consumer generations (Baby Boomers, X and Y).

**Research methods:** The survey study was conducted in September–November 2015 on a group of 1,103 respondents (Polish adult consumers) including 357 (BB), 390 (X) and 356 (Y). The research sample was determined by the quota-random method; the CAPI (computer-assisted personal interview) method was used with a standardized questionnaire. In order to verify the research hypothesis, MANOVA was used with data on three customer generations.

**Main findings:** The BB generation possesses the least experience in phone communication in the service buying process. Next is the X generation with more phone communication experience than BB but less than the Y generation. At each stage in the service purchasing process, the Y generation is the most knowledgeable in the area of phone communication. In general, there is a visible downward trend of the own experience level along with further stages in the service purchasing process. In terms of phone communication, the most mysterious for customers is the last phase.

**Introduction**

Consumers today are presented with a myriad of opportunities through which the purchase process can be realized (Yrjölä et al., 2018, p. 1133). Changes in consumer behaviour, as well as new technologies, have fostered the transition from multichannel to omnichannel marketing. Much research effort has been devoted to examining the differences between the omnichannel strategy and multichannel strategy (e.g. Berman & Thelen, 2018; Simone & Sabbadin, 2018; Verhoef et al., 2015; Yrjölä et al., 2018). Researchers pay attention to the so-called “touch and feel” factor that creates one of the dimensions of the distinctive advantages of offline retailers over online retailers (Deshwal, 2016, p. 941). Due to changes in the marketing landscape, the customer experience issue is gaining in importance (Homburg et al., 2017, p. 377). As indicated by Verhoef et al. (2015, p. 3), the great challenge for the service provider is to provide the customer with a click and brick experience without a separation of each of marketing channels. The essence of omnichanneling gives customers freedom to choose any marketing channel at a particular stage in the purchasing process in order to maximize his or her shopping convenience and to enjoy a seamless shopping experience (Brynjolfsson et al., 2013). With that in mind, there should be wider knowledge of the behavioural intention to use each of the available marketing channels throughout the entire service buying process. In an omnichannel environment, Mosquera et al. (2018, p. 67) emphasise the meaning of not only the retailer’s technologies but also the personal devices that customers use. The present study attempts to provide evidence about the potential of the phone channel as the channel of contact with the service provider through the entire service.
buying process. The main goal of the study is to identify the level of use the phone channel currently and the intention to use it in the future by the three consumer generations (Baby Boomers, X and Y).

**Literature review**

The customer journey can be defined as a buyer’s behaviour in a multi (omni) environment with the goal of finalizing purchase transactions and acquiring positive (seamless, holistic) customer experiences. Researchers look at a service buying process as the customer value-adding journey (Saghiri et al., 2017; Wilding, 2003) and its prime objective is to deliver a positive customer experience at each of stages of the buying process. By analogy to what has been stated in Saghiri et al. (2017, p. 55) in reference to product return, different ways to end the cooperation with the service supplier may have different kinds/levels of value for the customer, depending on their availability, convenience, cost or speed. Jüttner et al. (2013, p. 746) indicate several episodes that create the total service experience in the case of a particular service. One of these episodes is payment and good-bye (restaurant case) and check-out and good-bye (hotel case). It seems clear that retailers should not attempt to build relationships with all their customers, as they cannot all be served profitably, nor would they all want to form relationships with the retailer’s brand (Moster et al., 2016). This statement puts emphasis on the fact that some of the current clients will end their relations with the service brand, however, this does not absolve the service provider from the obligation to ensure that marketing efforts create positive customer experiences until the last moment of contact with the brand. Until the very end of the relationship with the service supplier, customers deserve a positive experience. Lipowski (2018) finds that the service resignation stage as well as all previous stages in the service buying process can be a source of value for customer. The service literature currently includes multiple characterizations of the customer experience, partially due to the experience concept’s complexity (Lipkin, 2016, p. 680). De Haan et al. (2018, p. 16) note the potential of tracking customers across devices used by them in the purchase process. Holmes et al. (2014, p. 36) pay attention to the different intensity of using mobile phones in the purchase process, however, in their analysis, the service resignation (or product return) stage has not been included. According to them, there is a higher use of the mobile phone in the information search and consideration of alternatives phases than in the purchase transaction.

Numerous works have studied marketing communications (Kleinlercher et al., 2018; Manser et al., 2017) and researchers examine the communications process as the tool for differentiating and creating competitive advantage for itself and its products as well being a valued factor in building relations with customers and an integral part of the service experience from the customers’ perspective (Madden & Perry, 2003, p. 114). There is no doubt that changes in the field of information and
communications technologies promote the growth of the importance of the customer-initiated communications (CIC). In the light of the literature, CIC is perceived as the valuable source of information about consumers’ thoughts and problems. Therefore, CIC is one of the important elements of the process of customer management (Bowman & Narayandas, 2001). It seems that the current decision of the style of ending the relationship with customers can be a potential source of value in the future. Reacquired customers’ experiences with the firm clearly distinguishes them from newly acquired customers (second lifetime vs. first lifetime) (Kumar et al., 2018, p. 209). Adebiyi et al. (2016, p. 13) note that in order to satisfy customers, social exchange theory must hold. According to this theory, human behaviour or social interaction is an exchange of rewards and costs, and customers as well as service providers would not continue a relationship in the long-run if such reciprocity was violated.

According to media richness theory (MRT), voice-based communication is ranked higher than text-based communication along the media richness continuum (Daft & Lengel, 1984), however, some additional findings have been also exposed. Taking into account the traditional continuum of media richness, phone communication is perceived as rich in information, and only face to face contact is seen as richer (Suh, 1999). As is stated in Rhee (2010), customer-initiated communications via phone channel is preferred when the consumer faces an extended problem-solving (high perceived risk/low familiarity) situation. Whereas, in the case of a routine problem-solving situation, the online channel is preferred. However, some relevant research on marketing channel richness has been proposed by Kwak (2012) as well as Lipowski and Bondos (2018). According to this research stream, the medium itself does not necessarily determine its perceived media richness. The key factor is user’s familiarity with a particular marketing channel and his/her ability to use its communicational potential. Consequently, a current phone channel that is more smartphone channel than conventional phone channel seems to obtain an impressive potential in media richness and in solving communicational tasks.

Research methodology

The study was conducted in September–November 2015 on a group of 1,103 respondents (Polish adult consumers) including 357 from a Baby Boomer generation (BB), 390 from the X generation and 356 from the Y generation. The research sample was determined by the quota-random method – quotas due to age and gender and the nature of the place of residence (city provincial, city other than provincial, village) – and the structure of the sample was preserved at the regional level.

The CAPI (computer-assisted personal interview) method was used with a standardized questionnaire. Questions about the intention to use the phone channel and the customer’s own experience with using the phone channel at each of stage in the
service buying process were scaled using a seven-point Likert-type scale anchored at 1 – “strongly disagree”, 4 – “neutral”, and 7 – “strongly agree”. Two latent variables were considered in reference to each of the four stages in the service buying process. Items defining the customer own experience (E) were adapted from: Maity et al. (2012): E1: I have a lot of experience with phone shopping. E2: With respect to phone shopping, I feel competent.

The following two research hypotheses have been formulated:

H1: At a particular stage in the service buying process, there is a difference in consumer generations’ own experience in the use of the phone channel.

H2: Within a specific consumer generation, the consumer’s experience in phone communication in the service buying process varies depending on the stage of this process.

**Results**

In order to verify the research hypotheses, MANOVA was used with data on three customer generations (BB, X, Y). Figure 1 shows that the BB generation possesses the least experience in phone communication in the service buying process. The next is the X generation with more phone communication experience than BB but less than the Y generation. At each stage in the service purchasing process, the Y generation is the most knowledgeable in the area of phone communication. Analysing the own experience of consumers representing each of the three generations, one can also identify some interesting differences. The BB generation shows the most experience in using the phone channel at the pre-purchase stage. Their experience at the purchase stage is less and does not differ from the level of experience at the post-purchase stage. However, the experience at the resignation stage is greater than at the previous stage (after-sales service); at the same time, it does not differ significantly from the competences from the purchase stage. In terms of consumer experience, the two younger generations are similar. Both generations X and Y indicate their greater experience in phone communication at the stage of information seeking. The next two stages are rated by these generations as an area less well-known for phone communication. Finally, they have the least experience in the field of using the phone channel with the purpose of a service resignation.

---

1 Pairwise comparisons are based on estimated marginal means pointed such differences. However, due to the volume requirements of the text, tables connected with the graphs have not been placed in the article.
Figure 1. Customer own experience in using the phone channel in service buying process
Source: Author’s own study.

Figure 2 refers to the intention to use the phone channel. Using the MANOVA, a statistically significantly lower intention to use the phone channel by the BB generation than generations X and Y has been identified. Furthermore, the two younger generations show a similar intention to use the phone channel in the service buying process (Figure 2). The comparison of both Figures (1 and 2) is the basis for formulating certain conclusions. The BB generation seems to have no gap between its behavioural intention and current experience in phone communication in the service buying process, while both younger generations seem to have such a gap in the case of stages following the information searching phase. However, it should be

Figure 2. Intention to use the phone channel in the four-stages service buying process
Source: Author’s own study.
clearly stressed that an unambiguous indication of the above requires an additional analysis for each generation of consumers. If such observations were confirmed, it would be empirical proof of the phone channel development potential in the service purchase process. Thus, supporting the argument for using phone communication in the multichannel communication with service buyers.

Discussions

The positive verification of the research hypotheses indicates two important issues. First, at each four stages of service purchasing process, with the age of the consumer decrease his/her competences in the area of phone communication with the service provider. Second, generations of consumers are not internally consistent in terms of their competence in using the phone channel at particular stages of the purchase process. In the case of all consumer generations, there is a visible downward trend of the own experience level along with further stages in the service purchasing process. Consumers have the least knowledge of the phone channel at the stage of resignation from service; the older the generation, the lower the level of it. Such a differentiation of experience in phone communication in the service buying process should be seen by service providers as a vital issue determining behavioural intention. General lack of competence and experience among service clients can be one of the main barriers in encouraging customers to use phone communication in the service buying process. It can be assumed that the less knowledge the consumer has about a particular option, the less their initiative to expand their knowledge and experience in this area. The presented findings can aid retail service providers in more effectively designing and managing the service buying process, with special attention devoted to the more “unknown” stages for customers. In terms of phone communication, the most mysterious is the last phase. However, taking into account data on intention to use the phone channel, service providers should aim to enhance their younger customers’ general shopping experience via phone communication. The main challenge concerns the effective conviction for phone communication. Therefore, the next move belongs to the service providers – what will their inclination be to include the phone channel in the procedure of the efficient resignation of the service by the client? Doing so would provide managers with the opportunity to better (re)target and serve customers in the last stage of their value-adding journey.

Although the results of this study have useful implications, some limitations must be considered. First, the current legal restrictions regarding the conditions for declining the service need to be acknowledged. So far, in Poland, a written form is required to recognize the validity of the resignation from the service delivery. For this reason, the final end of cooperation with service supplier through the pure phone channel (phone conversation) is not yet possible. However, the research findings are still worth analysing and implementing – at least some part of the whole service resig-
nation process can be done via the phone channel. The perceived time and monetary matters are equivalently important to service customers (Bondos, 2018); thus, the option of a full or at least partial service resignation process via the phone channel may have the potential of competitive advantage for the service supplier. Another solution is to complete the service resignation process with digital communication – smartphones give service suppliers many opportunities to reinforce consumer loyalty, enhance the service and generate positive eWOM. A second limitation refers to the lack of a direct comparison of the behavioural intention with the customer’s own experience. Addressing such a gap would give a direct indication of the potential of the phone channel in the service purchasing process.
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